This paper deals with the State-Dependent Riccati Equation (SDRE) method for designing a rotorcraft flight controller. It focuses on the design of the SDRE controller when a highly complex rotorcraft mathematical model is used. The requirements of the rotorcraft model are investigated to design the SDRE controller and to validate the final designs. Since the SDRE method can be applied to a deterministic system, adequate fidelity in the rotorcraft mathematical model is crucial to guarantee controller performance. However, a complex mathematical model generally prevents us from analytically deriving the State Dependent Coefficient (SDC) form of the system equations, which conforms to the basic structure of the SDRE method. This paper proposes a pure numerical procedure for SDC factorization of the motion equation. The numerical methods available to solve the algebraic Riccati equation are selected to cope with the inherent system instability and are applied to the trajectory tracking problems. The overall feature of the present approach is highlighted through analysis of a bob-up and turn maneuver. The results can be utilized as a guide for appropriate selection of rotorcraft mathematical models and numerical methods in designing a robust SDRE controller.
Introduction
The State-Dependent Riccati Equation (SDRE) technique is rapidly emerging as the most popular general methods for controller design of nonlinear systems. Based upon the well established and accepted theory behind the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) method, the SDRE allows us to design controllers for nonlinear systems with the same technique used in its linear counterparts. It also has many capabilities that other nonlinear design techniques lack. However, successful applications have only been achieved recently because of later development of the theory related to system nonlinearity and there are still various research topics on design techniques and conditions for system optimality and stability. [1] [2] [3] SDRE-based design differs from other nonlinear control methods in that it requires a linear system-like structure with Ó 2008 The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences State-Dependent Coefficients (SDCs) that satisfy the controllable and observable condition. Since the general form of mathematical models for multi-variable nonlinear systems does not conform to this structure, the SDRE method can be started and subsequent iterations can be continued after derivation of the system equations in SDC form. It is well known that the SDC form for multi-variable systems is not unique and there is no general method for its derivation.
Another difficulty relating to design with the SDRE method is the increased computational burden when compared to the LQR method. The LQR method requires numerical solution of only one Algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE) since the state derivative and control derivative matrices are constants and the related gain matrix can be calculated through an off-line design process for a given linear system equation. However, the SDRE method for nonlinear systems principally requires solution of the state-dependent ARE at each calculation step of the controls. In addition, this method requires derivation of the SDC form of system equations. Therefore, an efficient numerical solution for ARE frequently governs the overall system performance. Also the rotorcraft is inherently unstable and some of the characteristic roots of its feedback system are close to the imaginary axis. In such a system, an initial gain matrix stabilizing the feedback system should be found a priori and iterative solution of the ARE generally shows slow convergence. 4) This paper focuses on the above-mentioned topics related to application of the SDRE method to a rotorcraft with highly complex mathematical models. For these purposes this paper identifies two different modeling approaches for the rotorcraft. One is to design the SDRE controller, where only observable states are used in order to give the realizable results of the SDRE controller. The other is to validate the design results through flight simulation using high fidelity rotorcraft models. To derive the SDC form of motion equations, the conditions for its existence are investigated. The motion equations, conforming to the required system structure, are defined along the neighboring trajectory and are numerically converted to the SDC form. Efficient solution methods for the state-dependent ARE are selected by considering the characteristics of the rotorcraft system.
The numerical methods in this study are applied to trajectory tracking problems for bob-up and turn maneuvers. Calculated controls using the SDRE method are applied to the simulation model and the results are presented to show the system performance.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the general design procedures using the SDRE method and related difficulties in its application to a rotorcraft. The mathematical model of the rotorcraft is proposed next in Section 3, followed by SDC factorization of the rotorcraft motion equation in Section 4. Numerical methods to resolve the ARE are reviewed and selected considering the inherent system instability and numerical efficiency in Section 5. Applications of the present approach are presented and discussed in Section 6. Finally, the major findings of this study are reviewed in Section 7.
Procedure for SDRE Technique
Regulator problems for a control-affine nonlinear system can be formulated in the following general form: min Jðx; u; tÞ ¼ 1 2
where Q ! 0; R > 0
The SDRE method requires a system equation with a structure of the SDC form shown in Eq. (3).
The system can be stabilized in the linear sense with a pair of system matrices fAðxÞ; BðxÞg. The SDRE method treats Eq. (3) as a linear system to get optimal control, by calculating PðtÞ > 0 from the continuous time algebraic state-dependent Riccati equation, as:
The resultant nonlinear feedback control can be achieved using controls calculated via the following equation:
While the LQR theory is applicable to a given timeinvariant linear system, the SDRE method should repeatedly derive the SDC form of Eq. (3) and resolve Eqs. (4) and (5), to provide controls at each time of interest. Therefore, successful implementation of the SDRE method and performance depend on the following: ( i ) Derivation of general nonlinear system dynamics _ x x ¼ f ðx; u; tÞ in SDC form ( ii ) Efficient solution of SDRE (iii) Selection of mathematical model based on consideration of required model fidelity and possibility of its realization. A unified approach to obtain the SDC factorization for a general nonlinear system is impossible because the SDC form for a multi-variable system is not unique. If the system dynamics for a control-affine system can be factorized into two different ways, then any combination of these would generate a new SDC form. Therefore, there are an infinite number of such factorizations. If the nonlinear function f ðxÞ in Eq. (2) can be written in an analytical form, the corresponding coefficient matrix AðxÞ can be constructed by algebraic manipulation. However, in the case of a system model being too complex to derive its dynamic equations in a closed form, a numerical approach should be taken. This is the case with the present rotorcraft model, because the aerodynamic forces and moments due to rotors are highly nonlinear functions of the system states.
The numerical efficiency in resolving the SDRE in Eq. (4) is crucial, especially for online implementation of the SDRE controller. In the case of the rotorcraft, the dynamical system is inherently unstable and the poles of its feedback system are generally located near to the imag-inary axis in the complex plane. Therefore, the numerical solution of the Lyapunov equation needs the initial estimation of the gain matrix K, with which the resultant system matrix A À BK becomes Hurwitz in order to solve the SDRE successfully in an iterative manner. Even with a proper gain matrix, the numerical solution of the SDRE generally presents a slow convergence due to system poles being near the imaginary axis.
Finally, the system mathematical model for the SDRE controller should be selected with a different perspective from that for the LQR design. The LQR method needs a mathematical model linearized around an equilibrium operating condition and the resulting design generally works well within the dynamic range where the linear model represents a good portion of the system dynamics. The corresponding nonlinear model can be used independently to verify the LQR design results through flight simulation. A high-fidelity model for the rotorcraft should include dynamic models for blade motions as well as inflow. The SDRE method intends to design a controller extending into the nonlinear range of the operating conditions. The mathematical model for the SDC form should have sufficiently high fidelity to cover the operating range of interest. However, the corresponding state variables for flap, lead-lag, and dynamic inflow are generally immeasurable and should be treated as unobservable variables. Although the mathematical model for design verification should use a highfidelity model as far as possible, the SDC form of the system equation should be derived using only measurable states in order to ensure that the design results be realizable.
Rotorcraft Mathematical Models

Model for flight simulation
The rotorcraft flight dynamic models used in this study are based on previous work reported in Ref. 5) , which describes formulation of the rotor dynamic equations for flap, lead-lag and RPM dynamics in a fully implicit form. There, a rotor system is modeled with rigid blades attached to the hub through a sequence of hinges with equivalent springs and dampers. Nonlinear quasi-steady aerodynamic theory is applied using a table look-up procedure. When the main rotor dynamics are described with flapping alone, the resultant system of flight dynamics equations can be partitioned into rigid-body motion, flap motion, inflow dynamics, and the tail rotor, as follows:
x R ¼ ½u; v; w; p; q; r; ; ; 
Here, x R , x F , x I , x T are the state variables for the airframe rigid body motion, the main rotor flap of individual blades, dynamic inflow and the tail rotor, respectively. The rotorcraft motion equations described above represent a system of implicit differential algebraic equations. The control inputs for the main rotor collective pitch, the lateral cyclic pitch, the longitudinal cyclic pitch and the tail rotor control are defined as:
Differential Algebraic Equation (DAE) solvers are used for time integration in the periodic trim routine. Further details on the modeling and simulation aspects of the dynamic equations of flight are presented in Ref. 5) .
In this study, only the main rotor flapping is considered for the blade motion of the main rotor and the corresponding equations are derived in the ODE form by ignoring the rigidbody linear acceleration terms in the inertial acceleration vector at an arbitrary blade span position. Then, the flap motion for individual blades can be written as:
where x ð jÞ
Also, the dynamic inflow model proposed by Peters et al. 6 ) is used. The tail rotor contribution to aerodynamic forces and moments is calculated by solving the tail rotor trim problem. Then, the resultant motion equations become a system of ODEs, which can be integrated using general ODE solvers.
Model for SDRE controller design
The rotorcraft mathematical model in Eq. (6) contains flap and inflow states for the main and tail rotors. The flap states are generally difficult to measure or estimate with sufficient accuracy and the dynamic inflow states are physically immeasurable quantities. Therefore, the mathematical model suitable for the SDRE controller design should include just the dynamics for the rigid body states in the order that the design result is realizable. For this purpose, a quasi-linear aerodynamic theory can be applied to the rotor dynamics and to the calculation of the aerodynamic forces and moments due to the main and tail rotors. 7) Then, a suitable choice of an ordering scheme can be used to reduce the rotor dynamic equations to an algebraic system. While this method can reduce the computation time in manipulating the system dynamics, the system fidelity is degraded due to the low-fidelity aerodynamic model and the ordering for the higher-order terms.
An alternative method would be to use the rotor trim solutions, which provide the steady state values of the rotor aerodynamic forces and moments, in response to the given rigid body states and control inputs. The rotor trim routine calculates the corresponding steady state response of the flapping motion and inflow, which can be used to integrate the aerodynamic forces and moments over the blade radial positions. The rotor contribution can be obtained by averaging these forces and moments over one rotor revolution. This method can preserve the model fidelity at some level, but needs an extended waiting time for the rotor trim solution. This method is used in this study and the corresponding derivation of the system model is carried out purely numeri-cally on a computer. The resultant system model can be written with the state variables for the rigid body and control inputs.
SDC Factorization
If the following two conditions are met for the system equation shown in Eq. (2), then the coefficient matrix AðxÞ that meets the relation f ðxÞ ¼ AðxÞx can be defined analytically.
( i ) f ðxÞ is a continuously differentiable function of x (ii) f ð0Þ ¼ 0 Any function f ðxÞ 2 C 1 can be expressed in the form of Eq. (7), but the condition represented in Eq. (8) should be met to reduce a dynamic system to the SDC form.
If Á f ð0Þ 6 ¼ 0, the system equation may include stateindependent bias terms or state-dependent terms that exclude the origin. In these cases, the SDC form of motion equations does not exist. Cloutier et al. 2) proposed in each case a method to overcome the difficulties due to these non-conforming structures. In a system with relatively slow dynamics and a simple structure where an analytical derivation of the SDC form is easily achieved, the proposed methods can provide effective means to design the SDRE controller. Bogdanov, et al. 8, 9) proposed an analytical method for deriving the SDC form of the rotorcraft motion equations. As an example of this method, the longitudinal motion equation, shown in Eq. (13) , is factorized to generate the first row of SDC matrix AðxÞ as Eq. (14) .
; 0; Àg sin ; 0; 0; 0; 0 ! with x ¼ ½u; v; w; p; q; r; ; ; ; x E ; y N ; h ð 14Þ
Only the terms related to the inertial and gravitational accelerations are factorized and the other terms are excluded in the SDC factorization. The matrix BðxÞ is derived by linearizing the full Flightlab model with respect to the control inputs around a hover trim condition. Since the resultant SDC form of the motion equation can show a missmatch between the original dynamics and those after the SDC factorization, a special compensator is designed and applied to cancel out this missmatch. The referenced method basically intends to design a SDRE controller at near hover and low speed flight. Therefore, more studies are required to validate the applicability of this method to other flight regimes.
A numerical method used in much of today's research is based on the assumption that the system model is control-affine and conforms to the structure required for the SDRE method. In this case, the SDC factorization can be carried out numerically by the following assumption 3) and steps: ( i ) Assume f ðxÞ ¼ AðxÞx, AðxÞ 2 R nÂn at current state x 2 R n ( ii ) Define a set of linearly independent probe vectors k with small magnitude perturbation vectors k as:
(iii) Assemble and solve the matrix equation to get the matrix AðxÞ.
As shown above, the system dynamics should meet the first assumption to apply this method and it is further assumed that the variation of AðxÞ around the nominal state x is negligible. However, if the one of the probe vectors is close to the system origin, the matrix equation can be unsolvable.
If the system states and controls along a nominal trajectory are denoted by x 0 and u 0 , the neighboring trajectory can be defined with the perturbed statesx x and the corresponding control variationũ u, required to drive the system to follow the new trajectory as:
The system dynamic equations for each trajectory can be written as:
Then, the dynamic equation along the neighboring trajectory can be written as:
The condition offf ð0Þ ¼ 0 is automatically satisfied since " x x ¼ x 0 whenx x ¼ 0. If the matrix Bð "
x xÞ can be approximated as Bð "
x xÞ % Bðx 0 Þ, then the numerical process can be greatly simplified. Therefore, the following numerical procedures can be applicable to derive the SDC form of motion equations.
( i ) Define nominal trajectory, given x 0 ; u 0 , assuming locally constant. ( ii ) Calculate Fðx 0 ; u 0 Þ, Bðx 0 Þ and assume that Bð "
x xÞ is equal to Bðx 0 Þ (iii) Define a set of linearly independent probe vectors þ k and, À k with small magnitude perturbation vectors k , as: In the rotorcraft case, a nominal trajectory can be defined with states and controls at a trimmed flight path or with those along a time-varying flight path. Also, the numerical method proposed by Menon et al., 3) described by Eqs. (15) and (16), can replace steps (iii)-(vi) in the present procedure to reduce computing time. However, the present method can exclude a singularity at the origin and generally enhances the numerical robustness, because it uses a similar procedure used to solve a linear least square problem.
Numerical Methods for ARE
As discussed in Section 2, the main computational burden comes from solving the algebraic matrix-Riccati equations as well as from derivation of the SDC form of the system dynamics. This is because the related computations should be repeated whenever a new control gain matrix is required. While many numerical methods to solve the ARE are being developed and successfully implemented in real applications, selection from the existing ones is not simple because the efficiency and applicability of each algorithm depends on numerous factors, such as the initial gain matrix available, areas of application, system size, characteristics of system at hand, computer resources, etc. Thus, the ARE numerical algorithm is still an important research topic. It is generally known that iterative techniques can outperform direct methods, such as the Schur-decomposition algorithm, 10) when an initial guess close to the final solution is available. In a general continuous system, the change in the system characteristics over a short time is expected to be small, which translates to the current SDC matrices for a system similar to previous ones. The ARE solutions from the previous time step can be used as good initial guesses for the present solution. Therefore, an iterative method would be a natural choice for the ARE solver in the SDRE method.
Banks and Ito 4) proposed a hybrid method to solve the ARE for a system with a large size. In their method, the initial feedback gain, K, is obtained from the limiting solution of the Chandrasekhar system. The result is then refined through the Newton-Kleinman algorithm. The solution of the Chandrasekhar system can show very slow convergence when the eigenvalues of A À BK lie close to the imaginary axis. On the other hand, the Newton-Kleinman algorithm can show a quadratic convergence but with sufficiently good initial estimates. This hybrid method takes the advantage of each scheme. Reference 4) is comprehensive in that it covers a detailed description of the pros and cons of each ARE solver, the rationale of their selection of the specific numerical techniques, and the related numerical methods validated through applications.
The system dynamics of the rotorcraft are inherently unstable, in which case the feedback system can show instabilities during initial iterations. The solution of the Chandrasekhar system can provide a stable feedback gain matrix with suitably chosen weighting matrices (Q; R), even for an unstable system. Iterative ARE solvers precede their iterations by solving the Lyapunov equation, but the solution can only be obtained if an initial gain matrix is selected, where the system A À BK becomes Hurwitz. Thus, this hybrid method also provides a systematic procedure for solving the SDRE for the rotorcraft control problems. Since the system size of the rotorcraft dynamics is relatively small, there is an increased degree of freedom in selecting numerical methods used in each part. In the following, the solution methods for the ARE used in this study are briefly explained for completeness.
By solving the Chandrasekhar system, the optimal feedback gain as the limiting solution of the following system as t ! 1, is obtained.
ÀLðtÞ½A À BKðtÞ ! with Kð0Þ ¼ 0
To integrate these equations in the backward direction, Eq. (23) is obtained by using
In this study, the 4-stage Runge-Kutta method is used to integrate Eq. (23) and the required numerical accuracy is obtained by adjusting the time step size. This routine is used only for the initial stages and only when the system A À BK is not Hurwitz since during most time stages, the gain matrix K, is close to the optimal solution. The Newton-Kleinman method solves the following form of the ARE in an iterative manner.
The numerical procedures are based on the following theorem in Ref. 11).
Theorem Consider a stabilizable pair ðA; BÞ with a feedback K 0 so that A À BK 0 is Hurwitz. Define S i ¼ A À BK i , and solve the Lyapunov equation for P i ,
and then update the feedback as
with a quadratic convergence.
Banks et al. and Morris et al. 4, 12) reformulated the Newton-Kleiman iteration and factored the Smith algorithm to compute the gain matrix, K i , directly. Their method was proposed to save computation time by taking advantage of the sparsity of the system matrices. In this paper, the above theorem is used as it solves the ARE since the system matrices for rotorcrafts are relatively small. The resulting Lyapunov equation Eq. (24) is solved with the Bartels and Stewart algorithm, 13) rather than the modified Smith method in Ref. 4) , which is proposed to cope with large system sizes. As previously mentioned, the solution of the SDRE requires extended waiting time and its solution efficiency is highly dependent on the system characteristics. Therefore, the ARE solver for a specific application should be selected after rigorous trade-off studies, especially when a time critical problem is solved.
Applications
The numerical methods and mathematical models outlined in the previous sections were applied to the bob-up and turn maneuvers for the Bo-105 helicopter configuration. The bob-up maneuver was initiated from hover, whereas the turn maneuver began from a steady level flight at a forward speed of 60 knots.
The trajectories for each maneuver are generated by algebraic methods which are generally used in the inverse simulation studies. [14] [15] [16] A trajectory can be expressed as the sum of the states at a maneuver entry and its variation during the maneuver.
17) The detailed procedures are well documented in Ref. 17) .
The cost function used in this study is defined by penalizing the trajectory deviation from the target trajectory and the additional control effort from initial trim controls as:
x x R ðtÞ; uðtÞ; tÞ ¼ 0:5ð "
where " x x R : reduced rigid body states " x x target : target states " x x R ðtÞ ¼ ½u; v; w; p; q; r; ; ; ; x E ; y N ; h T R ¼ diagðr 0 ; r 1C ; r 1S ; r TR Þ Q ¼ diagðq u ; q v ; q w ; q p ;; q _ ; q ; q ; q ; q xE ; q yN ; q H Þ The target states, " x x target ðtÞ, are set to be the trim states, ðx R Þ TRIM , except for those needing the description of their time variation for a specific maneuver. The same control weighting matrix, R, is used for both the bob-up and turn maneuvers with its diagonal components as:
The positive semi-definite weighting matrix, Q, for tracking errors, consists of the components listed in Table 1 . Forward time integration, using the simulation model, is carried out using the 4-stage Runge-Kutta method, with a fixed time-step size, Át ¼ 0:0039, which corresponds to the main rotor azimuth angle change of 10 degrees.
As previously mentioned, most of the computational time in the SDRE method is spent in derivation of the SDC form of the motion equations and in the solution of the corresponding ARE. New calculations of these at every time step of the forward simulation can cause dramatic increase in the waiting time and the numerical instability due to nonlinear coupling between the simulation model and the models used to derive the SDC form. Table 2 shows the update frequency in the number of main rotor revolutions and in the corresponding time in seconds for the Bo-105. Figures 1 and 2 compare the calculated height change during the bob-up maneuver with the prescribed target height. The different update frequencies, ranging from ÁT ¼ 0:5 rev to 6.0 rev, present no discernible effect on the height change. Since there is no feed-forward control mechanism, the calculated results with the SDRE controller shows some delay in the response, but the results generally trace the prescribed trajectory well. Figure 3 shows the results of the trajectory tracking analysis for the turn maneuver, with update frequencies ÁT ¼ 1:0, 3.0, 6.0 rev, and the same tendency can be drawn from the calculated results. However, the roll attitude change during the bob-up maneuver shows oscillatory behavior depending on the update frequency ÁT, as shown in Fig. 4 . In the figure, the SDRE control with ÁT ¼ 3:0 rev presents the smoothest results. Figure 5 presents the variation of control gain k 2;7 which is the change of the lateral cyclic control due to a unit change of roll attitude deviation from the trim roll angle in radians. As ÁT is increased, the discontinuous change in the components of the control gain matrix is prone to high frequency responses during maneuvers with high aggressiveness level.
The maneuver aggressiveness levels can be adjusted by changing the maximum state variation during a specific maneuver with a fixed maneuver time. For bob-up maneuvers, the maximum height variation is changed from 5 m to 15 m. The effect of the maneuver aggressiveness on the SDRE controller is presented in Fig. 6 for the states and Fig. 7 for the controls. The analysis is performed with ÁT ¼ 0:5 rev, which corresponds to the worst case. The SDRE controls for bob-up maneuvers with low aggressiveness levels, using ðÁhÞ max ¼ 5 m and ðÁhÞ max ¼ 10 m, show smooth variations in all state and control variables. Therefore, the oscillatory behavior in the states and controls is directly related to maneuver aggressiveness and the SDRE method can be safely used when the response shows adequate smoothness.
To investigate control characteristics of the SDRE method during forward flight, a trajectory tracking problem for turn maneuver is analyzed. The turn maneuver is commanded to maintain 60 knots of forward speed over a 90 degree turning flight. Figure 8 shows variation of the attitude angles during the turn maneuver. Figure 9 presents var- iations of the representative components of the gain matrix during the turn maneuver. In the turn maneuver case, the oscillatory behavior seems to be caused mainly by the abrupt change in the calculated gain matrix.
In addition, the converged trajectory cannot be obtained with ÁT less than 0.5 rev for a bob-up maneuver, and ÁT less than 1.0 rev for a turn maneuver. While the state variables can be filtered with low pass or notch filters to remove the high frequency components in the data measured from a flight trial or predicted with a simulation model, the same filtering concept is difficult to apply to the components of the calculated control gain matrix. Although the calculated control gain shows a discontinuous change, its value is independent of the update frequency ÁT at the point of calculation since the rigid body state variables required to obtain the SDRE controller have the same values with the present strategy for the rotorcraft modeling.
Conclusions
Various numerical aspects of the nonlinear SDRE method for designing rotorcraft flight controllers are investigated and applied to the trajectory tracking problems of rotorcraft. The rotorcraft model structure in this study provides an integrated environment for design and validation of the SDRE controller. The present methods of the SDC factorization and the SDRE solution, with the high-fidelity nonlinear model of rotorcrafts, can generate the controls required for the rotorcraft to trace trajectories from hover to forward flight. The update frequency of the SDC form of motion equations and the corresponding control gain matrix is crucial for both the successful implementation of the SDRE controller and its computational efficiency. However, there are numerical difficulties in the SDRE method when a control matrix is updated at too high or too low a frequency. The resulting controls and vehicle responses depend highly on 
